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YouTube, like other social media platforms,1 has given countless individuals the ability
to produce and monetize their own videos in a way that has begun to mirror and even revolutionize
traditional media and entertainment production. From talk shows2 and educational programs3 to
cooking shows4—and everything in between—“content” creators,” as they are called, have
provided lucrative channels for viewership. One of the most notable YouTubers, with the handle
MrBeast, has reportedly accrued a net worth of $25 million.5
YouTuber success has not gone unnoticed by traditional media outlets, however. Large
outlets such as CNN6 and NBCUniversal7 have gone on to establish YouTube channels, even going
as far as describing YouTube as “central”8 to part of its business strategy—likely in the hopes of
garnering new, likely younger, viewership. Indeed, this latest media rush has bred a sort of
competition between independent YouTubers and large media outlets. One way this competition
has manifested is through YouTube’s copyright enforcement feature, or copyright “strikes.”9 This
feature allows the copyright holder to submit copyright claims, forcing the uploader to either take
down the video or edit out the allegedly infringing material.10 While reserving the ability to crack
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down on infringing material is important, YouTube’s present system has been rife with abuse.11
According to YouTube’s most recent Copyright Transparency Report, their copyright system has
led to nearly 3.7 million disputed copyright claims, with over 2.2 million of them being resolved
in favor of the uploader.12 Although the numbers alone suggest that YouTube is correct in almost
every instance—with 99.5 percent of copyright claims going undisputed, and the small percentage
of disputed claims still producing the correct result 40 percent of the time13—the creators
themselves tell a different story. One YouTuber recalls that his “poorly hum[med]” rendition of a
song resulted in a copyright strike.14 Even large YouTubers, such as PewDiePie, have noted that
their own original music has been claimed as copyrighted by the supposed rights holders15—
despite the fact that he is the rights holder and never initiated such a claim.
YouTube is in a difficult situation given that it wants to continue to appeal to the millions
of content creators who have found a home there, and yet still demonstrate to large media
companies that it is a safe place for their intellectual property. A wise move would be to take a
page out of Amazon’s book. Amazon implemented its Utility Patent Neutral Evaluation
Program—an internal patent enforcement procedure—in an effort to resolve potential patent
disputes that arise from products listed on its website.16 Each participant has to pay a fee and
submit their arguments to a neutral party, who then evaluates the claims and makes a decision.17
Given the volume of YouTube’s disputes,18 arbitration can serve as a particularly helpful format.
YouTube can adapt the internal dispute resolution structure of Amazon but incorporate arbitration
as a way to expedite the process so that matters can be ideally solved within one or two rounds.
This would allow both content creators and corporations to reach an amicable agreement as a way
of avoiding future problems. Given the dissatisfaction19 content creators have had in the past with
YouTube’s processes, YouTube would have to be careful to select arbitrators that do not have a
history of favoring one side over the other. With YouTube making up a significant portion of
Google’s revenue,20 and with the content creator space growing ever more competitive,21 YouTube
will have to make a strong effort to appease both sides here.
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